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CONTROLLEDBOUNDARYAND ¿z-COBORDISMTHEOREMS
BY

T. A. CHAPMAN1
Abstract. In this paper two theorems are established which are consequences of
some earlier approximation results of the author. The first theorem is a controlled
boundary theorem for finite-dimensional manifolds. By this we mean an ordinary
boundary theorem plus small e-control in a given parameter space. The second
theorem is a controlled ft-cobordism theorem for finite-dimensional manifolds with
small e-control in a given parameter space. These results generalize the End Theorem

and the Thin /¡-Corbordismof Quinn.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to establish two theorems which are
consequences of the approximation results of [2]. The first theorem is a controlled
boundary theorem for finite-dimensional manifolds. By this we mean an ordinary
boundary theorem, as treated in Siebenmann [8], plus small e-control in a given
parameter space. The second theorem is a controlled /¡-cobordism theorem for
finite-dimensional manifolds with similar small e-control in a given parameter space.
These results generalize the End Theorem and the Thin /z-Cobordism Theorem of
Quinn [7] in the sense that they do not require the parameter space to be locally
simply connected and they do not require that the map to the parameter space be
locally constant on irx. This is accomplished by replacing the stable algebra (i.e.
geometric module) approach of Quinn [7, §8] by the more topological approximation
results of [2].
Thoughout this paper B will always be a finite-dimensional compact metric space.
If Mm is a noncompact (TOP or PL) manifold and p : M -> B is a map, then we say
that M admits a controlled boundary if p continuously extends to p : M -» B, where
A? is a compact manifold and M = M — dM. Our Controlled Boundary Theorem
below imposes three conditions

on M in order for it to admit such a controlled

boundary. The first two are necessary, while the third (a local irx requirement) is not.
We first describe the necessary conditions.
We say that p : M -» B is tame at oo provided that given any e > 0 and compactum C C M there exists a larger compactum D D C and a homotopy h,: M — C

-* M - C such that h0 = id, hx(M - C) C D - C, and ph, : M - C -* B is an ehomotopy. This latter requirement means that the diameter of the track of each
point under this homotopy is less than e. It is obvious that if M admits a controlled
boundary, then p must be tame at oo. The second necessary condition is motivated

by the condition "trx stable at oo" that was used in Siebenmann [8] to describe the
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uncontrolled problem. Loosely phrased it means that fundamental groups of complements of large compacta in M can be moved toward oo with small e-control in B.
Specifically we define/» : M -> B to be \-movable at oo provided that given any e > 0
and compactum C C M there exists a larger compactum D D C so that the following
property is satisfied: for every compactum E D D there exists a larger compactum
FDE such that if (K, L) is any 2-dimensional compact polyhedral pair and

/: (K, L) -» (M — D, M — F) is a map, then there exists a map g : (K, L) -» (A/ —
E, M - F) such that:
(l)g=/onL,
(2) /?g is e-close to pf,
(3) if A:1 is the 1-skeleton of K, then there is a homotopy A,: /| A"1U L =¡ g\Kl
Li L re\ Lin X — C for which pht is an e-homotopy.
Observe that if we ignore the control in B and assume that everything is
connected, then the above properties imply that
image(7r,(A/ - E) -» tt,(A/ - C)) = image(w,(Af -/>)-»

ir,(A/ - C))

and
kerneh>,(A/ - f) _ ^(Af - D)) = kernel(7r,( A/ - F) -» 7r,(A/ - £)).
Again it is obvious that if M admits a controlled boundary, then p is 1-movable at
oo.

In the sequel Wh will denote the Whitehead group functor, which is a homotopy
functor from the category of spaces and homotopy classes of maps to the category of
abelian groups and homomorphisms [5, §10]. By direct summing over components
this makes good sense even if the spaces are not path connected. We say that
p: M -» B is nice at oo provided that for every b G B, neighborhood U C B of b,
and compactum CCA/, there exists a smaller neighborhood V C U of b and a
larger compactum D D C for which the inclusion

\p-\V)

n (M - D)} X Tk^[p-\U)

n (A/-

C)] X Tk

induces the O-homomorphism on Whitehead groups, for all k-lovi Tk. (We also allow
p~](V) and p'x(U) to be empty.) A simple example of this is provided by a map

p: M -» B which is UVXat oo, i.e., for any b G B, neighborhood U C B of b, and
compactum C C M, there exists a neighborhood V C U of b and a compactum
Z) D C for which any loop inp'\V) D (M —D) is null-homotopic inp~\U) n (M
— C). Such a map is easily seen to be nice at oo by using the dependence of the
Whitehead group functor on mx,the homotopy functorality of Wh, and the difficult
calculation Wh(r*) = 0 [1]. Of course, niceness at oo is not a necessary condition
for M to admit a controlled boundary. It is just a condition imposed on M which is
used to conclude that certain obstructions to putting a controlled boundary on M
vanish.
Controlled
Boundary Theorem. Let Mm be a manifold, m>6 and 3M = 0,
and let p: M -> B be a map which is tame at oo, \-movable at oo, and nice at oo. Then
M admits a controlled boundary.
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Remarks. There are also the expected relative versions of this result which are
similar to those stated in the Relative End Theorem of [7]. For example if dM ¥= 0
and dM already has a controlled boundary, then M can be given a controlled
boundary which agrees with the given one on dM. Also if C C B is compact and the
portion of M over some neighborhood of C already has a controlled boundary, then
M can be given a controlled boundary which agrees with the given one over C.
In order to state our Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem we will need more
definitions. If Wm+1 is a compact (TOP or PL) manifold and p : W -> B is a map,
then a cobordism (W, d0W) is said to be an (e, h)-cobordism provided that there are
deformation retractions of W to dQW and 9 W — d0W so that the images of these
deformations in B are e-homotopies. Similarly we say that (W, d0W) is an e-product
if there exists a homeomorphism h : [0,1] X d0W -» W for which h(0, x) = x and ph
is e-close to the composition
proj

p(pwj):[0,l]Xd0W^d0W-»B.

p

For a given e > 0 our Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem below imposes conditions
which guarantee that there is a small 8 > 0 for which a (8, A)-cobordism becomes an
e-product. Here is the basic definition. For any b G B let Se(b) be the open e-ball
around b. Then we say that p:W->B
is (e,8)-nice if given any bGB the
inclusion-induced homomorphism,

Wh{p-\Ss(b))

X Tk) - Wh{p-\St(b))

X I*),

is the 0-homomorphism, for all k. A simple example of this is provided by
p = proj : B X F -» B, where B and i7 are compact ANR's for which ttx(C) is free
abelian for all path components C of F. From the irx-condition we conclude that

Wh(FX Tk) = 0, and from the local contractibility of B (and the homotopy
functorality of Wh) we see that for every e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0 for which p is
(e, 5)-nice.
Controlled
A-Cobordism Theorem. Suppose we are given a compactum B, an
integer m s* 5, and e > 0. There exists a decreasing set {8j}k=x of positive numbers so
that if Wm+] is a manifold, p:W -* B is a map which is (8¡, 8i+x)-nice for all i, and
(W, d0W) is a (8k, h)-cobordism, then (W, d0W) is an e-product.

The scope of this result is greatly enhanced by the following addendum which
clarifies the manner in which k and the S, are chosen.

Addendum. 1. The integer k depends only on dim B.
2. The set {5,} clearly depends on B, m, and e, and it can be rechosen as follows: For
a fixed i0 and any x G (0, 8¡o) we can find another set (5,'}f=1, fulfilling the above
requirements, which is of the form 8¡ = 8¡, for i < i0, and 8¡ = x.

Remark. As in the case of the Controlled Boundary Theorem there is also the
expected relative version of this result when (W, d0W) has a given controlled product
structure over a portion of B.
Concerning the proofs of the Controlled Boundary Theorem and the Controlled
A-Cobordism Theorem we will only give the details for the PL case. As is usually
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done, the TOP case is dealt with by merely reminding the reader that, in the
dimension ranges we are concerned with, the appropriate handlebody techniques
exist to translate our PL arguments into the TOP category [6]. So in the sequel we
will be working only in the PL category.
Finally we make a few remarks concerning the organization of the material in this
paper. In §3 we establish a controlled Hurewicz theorem which is needed throughout
the paper. This is more general than a similar result of [7], for it is designed to
specifically apply to our situation in which there is no local control on mx. §4
contains some notation and observations concerning controlled matrices. It is merely
a formulation of the algebraic language needed in §5, which deals with a controlled
version of Wall's finiteness obstruction theory. This is complicated by the fact that
multiple basepoints must be dealt with simultaneously. This is all put together in §6
for a proof of the Controlled Boundary Theorem. In §7 we prove the Controlled
A-Cobordism Theorem by using the method of proof of the Controlled Boundary
Theorem to split up a given controlled A-cobordism into a number of small
A-cobordisms. In order to pull this off we have to invoke a relative version of the
Approximation Theorem of [2].
2. Definitions and notation. The purpose of this section is to introduce some
language which will be used throughout this paper. First a word about the use of the
term clean. If A' is a polyhedron, then a closed subset A of X is said to be clean in X
provided that A is a subpolyhedron and the topological boundary of A, Bd(/1), is a

subpolyhedron which is PL bicollared in X. This means that Bd(/1) has a PL
collaring in both A and the closure of X —A, X —A. If Mm is a manifold, possibly
with boundary, then a closed subset N" of M is clean provided that A is a PL
submanifold and Bd(A') is a PL submanifold which is PL bicollared. This necessarily means that N n 3A/ is also clean in 3A7.
Next we give some definitions which generalize to the controlled setting some
standard notions from the homotopy category. In what follows p: Y -» B will be a
controlling map from a space Y to our parameter space B. For convenience we say
that a homotopy into Y is a p~\e)-homotopy provided that the composition of the
homotopy with p is an e-homotopy into B. Our first definition is a controlled version

of the notion of a homotopy equivalence. We say that a map /: X-> Y is an
e-equivalence provided that there is a map g : Y -> X for which fg is p~'(e)-homotopic
to id y and gf is (/j/)_l(e)-homotopic to id^. Now generalizing the notion of an
«-equivalence we say that /: X -* Y is an (e, n)-equivalence if for every k < n + 1
and commutative diagram

a

if

there exists a map <j>
: Ik -» X such that <i>|37* = <j>0,d(pf$, p<¡>)< e, and for each
k < n there exists a /r'(e)-homotopy fij>=*<i>rel37*. Finally generalizing the notion
of an «-connected map we say that /: X -» Y is (e, n)-connected if for every k < n
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and commutative square as above, there exists a map <f>
: Ik -» X such that <J>
137* = </>0
and there exists a^"'(e)-homotopy/^
=*</>rel37*.
We will also have to have a notion of spaces which are homotopically dominated
by compact polyhedra with e-control in B. If p : Y -» B is a controlling map as
above, then we define Y to be e-finitely dominated provided that there exist a
compact polyhedron K and maps f:K-+ Y, g:Y -» K such that fg is /r'(e)-homotopic to idr. The map / is called an e-domination and the map g is called a (right)
e-inverse of /.

3. A controlled Hurewicz Theorem. Throughout this section (X,Y) will be a pair
of locally compact separable metric ANR's and p: X -> B will be a controlling map
to our parameter space. We also assume that Y is compact and X is e-finitely
dominated, for all e > 0.2 Given that Y =*X is a (8, Inequivalence, for 5 small, the
main result of this section establishes a local homology condition which implies that
the inclusion Y ■»X is (e, n)-connected, where e is a function of 8 and n which can
be chosen small if n is held fixed and 5 is small. While a similar result was
established in Quinn [7], it appears that our homology condition has a more local
character.
Before stating our main result we will have to introduce some more notation. For
~ Q
q
any ANR X let X -» X be the covering space for which q~\C) -» C is the universal
covering space of C, for each component C of X. Whenever convenient we will
alternately denote q~\A) by A and X |^4, for each A in X. Now choose a collection
of basepoints {c} C X, one for each component of X, and define ttx(X, {c}) to be the
product group, U{itx(X, c) \ c G {c}}. For each c G {c} choose ec G q'l(c). Then the
choice of {ec} determines an isomorphism, irx(X, {c}) « G^, where G¿. is the group
of covering transformations of X . The singular homology group 77„(X ) is naturally
a ZG^-module, and it is thus a Zitx(X, {c})-module once {ec} has been chosen. For
any A C Anote that H„(X"\A) and Hn(X~, X~\A) are also ZGrmodules.
Here is the condition needed in our main result below. We say that the pair
(X, Y) is homologically (e, 8, n)-trivial, for 5 *s e, if for every b G B the inclusion-induced homomorphism

Hn{p-\ss(b))-,{P-\ss(b)) n ry)-Hn{p-*(sXb)y,(p-\sAb))

n y)~)

is 0. To explain what this homomorphism means we first choose basepoints {c} in
the components of p'l(Ss(b)) and {ec} over {c} so that the left-hand side of the
above map is a Zirx(p'\Ss(b)),
{c})-module. Similarly choose basepoints {d} C
p'\Se(b)) so that {c} C {</} and choose {/d} over {d}. Then the inclusion

i:(p-\St(b)),p-\st(b))

n y) -(/r>(se(*)),/>-W))

n y)

is uniquely covered by a map

f ^-»teWr.i/rW*))

n y)-) -*{p-l(St{b)y,{p-l(st(b))
n r)~)

for which ec is taken to/c, for all c G {c}. This map determines a homomorphism on
homology, which is our desired homomorphism. It is important to observe that if
This is the situation encountered in §6.
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this homomorphism is 0 for any one choice of {c}, {ec}, {d} and {fd}, then it is 0
for any other. Here is our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Let an integer n > 2 and a compact metric space B be given. For
every e > 0 there exists a sequence {ó-,}2", of positive numbers such that if(X,Y) and
p : X — B are chosen so that (X, Y) is homologically (82¡, 82¡_x, i)-trivial, for 1 < i <
n, and Y =* Xis a (8X, \)-equivalence, then (X, Y) is (e, n)-connected.

As in the case of the Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem there is an addendum
which further explains how the 5, are chosen.
Addendum.
The set {8¡} can be rechosen as follows: For a fixed i0 and any
x G (0, S, ) we can find another set {8¡}2",, fulfilling the above requirements, which is

of the form 8{ = 8¡, for i > i0, and 8{ —x.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will assume that ( X, Y) is a compact
relative CW pair, i.e., X is obtained from Y by attaching a finite number of cells.
After this special case has been taken care of we will show how the argument can be
modified to obtain the more general case. The following result gives the basic
geometric connection between homology and homotopy that will be needed in our
argument. For a proof see [5, §8].
Lemma 3.2. Assume that X is obtained from Y by attaching cells of dimensions > n
(n > 2), where 2-cells are trivially attached. If {c} C Y is a collection of basepoints and
{ec} C X are chosen over {c}, then there is a Zttx(X, [c})-module isomorphism

7Tn(X,Y, {c}) = 2 {«ÂX, Y, c) | c G {c}} « Hn(X, Y)
which is uniquely determined by the choice of {ec}.
Corollary
3.3. Given the above data assume that each cell of X lies in some
p~\Ss(b)) and assume that (X, Y) is homologically (e, 8, n)-trivial. Then for each
n-cell of X in p~l(Ss(b)) there is a homotopy of this n-cell rel 3 into Y, with this
homotopy taking place in p~i(SË+2S(b)).

Proof. Let <t>:(I", 37") -> (p'l(Ss(b)), p'\Ss(b)) n Y) be a characteristic map
for the given «-cell of X. Define Z0 to be p~\Se+2S(b)) D Y and let Z be the union
of Z0 and all cells of A which meet p~\Se(b)). It then follows that Zíl Y = Z0. We
may regard the homotopy class [</>]as an element of Trn(p~\SB(b)), p~\Ss(b)) n Y),
and all we have to do is show that its inclusion-induced image in irn(Z, Z0) is 0. (For
simplicity we have suppressed any mention of basepoints in the various components.)
By the idea of Lemma 3.2 above we have an isomorphism w„(Z, Z0) « Hn(Z , Z0),
and by the same argument we have a homomorphism of

vn{p-l(ss(b)),p-\ss(b))nY)
to Hn(p'](Ss(b))

,(p''(Ss(b))

fi Y) ) for which the following diagram commutes:

TTn{p-x(ss(b)),P-l(ss(b))nY)

Hn{p-\Ss(b))~,

{p-l(Ss(b))

-

n Y)~)

-

ir„(z,z0)

77„(Z~, Z~0)

CONTROLLED boundary
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The bottom arrow is inclusion-induced, and it must be 0 since (A, Y) is homologi-

cally (e, 8, «)-trivial. Thus the image of [<t>]
in tt„(Z, Z0) is 0.

D

Our proof of Theorem 3.1 uses some observations on cell-trading which are
explained in the statements below. For notation let <i>:(7", 37") -» (A, Y) be a
characteristic map for a cell of A for which there exists a homotopy </>=*»//rel37"
such that \p(I") C Y. As explained in [5, §7] the homotopy <i>—^ can be used to
trade this «-cell for a (n + 2)-cell, thereby obtaining a compact relative CW pair
( A,, Y) and a homotopy equivalence g : A -» A, reí Y which preserves skeleta. The
following lemma is merely a result of keeping track of how much stretching is
involved when the homotopy <i>- ^ has specified control in B.
Lemma 3.4. For every y > 0 there exists a n> 0 so that if the homotopy <¡>
=*\¡/ is a
p~\fi)-homotopy, then there is a y-equivalence f: A, -» Arel Y with y-inverse g as
mentioned above. Moreover there is an integer k (depending on none of the above data)

for whichy —kfi.
Corollary
3.5. Given the y-equivalence above let px —pf: A, -» B and let g: X ->
A, be the given y-inverse off. It follows that

(1) if (X,Y) is homologically(e, 8, n)-trivial, then (A,, 7) is homologically (e +
2y, 8, n)-trivial,
(2) if A C A and diam p(A) < e, then diàm pxg(A) < e + 2y.
Proof. (1) For any b G B observe that the inclusion p\~\Ss(b)) ~*p\~l(Se+2 (b))
factors (up to homotopy) into

Pl\S,(b)) -p-\Ss(b)) ^p-l(Se(b)) V(

W»))-

(2) For any xx, x2 E X observe that
d{p\g{xx),pxg(x2))

< d(pxg(xx),

p(xx)) + d(p(xx),

p(x2))

+ d(p(x2),

pxg(x2)).

D

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It will suffice to consider the case « = 2. First assume
that the cells of A have been subdivided sufficiently so that they are small, i.e., their
images in B have small diameters. We will assume that numbers 8X< 82 < 83 < 84

are given so that (A, Y) is homologically (S4, 83,2)-trivial and Y =*A is a (8X, 1)equivalence. (The condition that (A, Y) is homologically (82,8X, l)-trivial is redundant.) We will show that if these numbers are appropriately chosen, then (A, Y)
must be (e, 2)-connected.
Using the fact that Y =->A is a (5,, l)-equivalence we can trade the 0-cells for
2-cells and the 1-cells for 3-cells. By Lemma 3.4 this gives us a relative CW complex
(A,, Y) and a yx-equivalence fx : Xx -» A, where yx is small provided that 8X is
correspondingly small. Now px = pf: A, -» B is our controlling map and it follows
from Corollary 3.5 that the cells of A, are small (say diameter < S3 in B) and
(A,, Y) is homologically (84 + 2y,, 83,2)-trivial. Since/, : A, -» Ais a yrequivalence
and Y =*Ais a (5,, l)-equivalence, it follows that Y =»A, is a (5, + yx, Inequivalence.
Thus we may assume that each 2-cell of A, lies in somep\~l(SS}(b)), and the attaching
map for this 2-cell is null-homotopic inp~xl(Ss(b)) n Y. This enables us to use the
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idea of the proof of Corollary 3.3 to obtain a homotopy of each such 2-cell into Y,
where this homotopy takes place in some/r'(SS4+2yi+2S3(A)). Thus we can trade the
2-cells for 4-cells to obtain a relative CW complex (X2,Y) with cells of dimension > 3
and a/?j'(y2)-equivalence/2 : A2 — A,. Clearly y2 is small if ô4 + 2y, + 253 is small.

To see that (A, Y) is (e, 2)-connected let <f>:(72, 372) -> ( A, Y) be a map. Choose
the subdivision of A and adjust <j>so that <i>(72)lies in the 2-skeleton of A, say
</>(72)C A2. We may choose g, : A -» A, to be a yrinverse of/, which is skeletapreserving. Similarly let g2 : A, -» A2 be chosen to preserve skeleta, but observe that
we now have A22= Y. Thus g2gx<¡>(I2)C Y, and we have a/r'(e)-homotopy
<!>-/,/2g2g,</>rel372.

□

Remarks. To see how the above argument adapts to the case in which A is an
ANR which is e-finitely dominated for all e > 0, we first have to replace A by a
(possibly noncompact) relative CW complex. This is accomplished by using the
mapping telescope construction with control, as explained in [2]. It asserts that for
every yx > 0 we can choose a relative CW complex (A,, Y) and a y,-equivalence
/, : Xx -» Arel Y. Let px = pf: A, -» B be a controlling map for A,, and it follows
that A, is e,-finitely dominated, where e, is a small number provided that y, is small.
By Proposition 5.1 (see Remark 1) we can attach a finite number of cells to Y to
obtain a finite relative CW complex A2 and a map f2 : X2 -» A, which is a y2-domination reí Y and which is (y2, n + 2)-connected (with respect to the controlling map
px : A, -» B). Of course the size of y2 depends on the size of e,. If we let A' = A2 and
/' =/i/2, then it is easy to see that/' is (y, n + 2)-connected, where the size of y
depends on the sizes of y, and y2.
Let p' = pf : X' -» B be a controlling map for A' and assume that (A, Y) is

homologically (82i, 82i_x,/)-trivial and Y =»A is a (8X,Inequivalence. Again it is
easy to see that Y ^* X' is a (8\, l)-equivalence, where the size of 8\ depends on the
sizes of y and <5,. It is our intention to show that (X',Y) is homologically
(82j, 82i_x, /)-trivial, where the size of 8'2idepends on the sizes of ô2, and y. Once this
has been done the above argument for the compact relative CW case applies to give
(X',Y) (e', «)-connected, and this in turn implies that (A, Y) is (e, «)-connected.
We can subdivide the open set (p')'\Ss
t(b)) of A' so that it is a relative CW
complex. If (p')'l(Ss
(b))k is its A:-skeleton, then we only have to show that the

following homomorphism is 0:

77,(((/r'(sS2, ,(A)r+l)-,((^r'(5Ä2, ,(/>))nr)')

-^((/»r'tei/*))",
((/»')
U;„(/>))n
y)~).
First observe that (XX,Y) is homologically (82jly,82l ,, / )-trivial. Indeed the
inclusion (pfxyl(SSiii(b)) ■=*
(pf\)'](SSi+y¡(b)) factors (up to homotopy) into

(pAY\sS2iJb)) V'K-,(*))

^p-]{sS2i(b))t(.pfl)-\sS2i+yi(b)),

where g, is a y,-inverse of/,. By construction the map f2 : A2 -» A, is a y2-domination with inverse g2 : A, -> X2 for which the inclusion

(pr\ss<b))n+i

^(Pr\ss.(b))
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is homotopic to the composition

(Pr(s82jb))n+l

-(p/y(sS2jb))

»(Mr'iw*))

-(pr](sS2i+yi+y2(b))
(see Remark 2 following Proposition 5.1). This is all we need.

D

4. Controlled matrices. The purpose of this section is to formulate the algebraic
machinery which is needed for the proof of the Controlled Boundary Theorem that
is given in §6. Here is a brief description of our problem. Let (K, L) be a compact
polyhedral pair, where K is formed by attaching k «-cells to L so that all have the
same basepoint, i.e., the z'th one has attaching map <i>,
: (37", *) -» (L, l0), for /0 a
fixed point of L. It is well known that for « s= 2 (where the cells are trivially attached
in case « = 2) the Zttx(L)-module tt„(K, L, l0) is isomorphic to the direct sum of
/c-copies of Zirx(L). In this section we will treat a similar situation in which the
«-cells of K have different basepoints, and our problem will be to describe homotopy
classes of maps (7", 37") -» (K, L). To compound the problem these homotopy
classes will be controlled over our parameter space B. In order to capture this full
generality we have devised a notion of controlled matrices. The building blocks for
these controlled matrices are the path groups as defined below.
First we treat the uncontrolled situation. For any space A and xjElwe
define
the path group P[x, y] to be the free abelian group generated by the set of homotopy
classes of paths from x to y. If no such paths exist then we define P[x, y] = 0. Thus
P[x, y] consists of all finite formal sums 2 «îr[vvr], where wr is a path from x to y.

Now let Â = A U e" U • • • Uek, « > 2, where e" is an «-cell attached to A with
attaching map <f>: (37", *) -» ( A, yX Observe that for each x G A there exists a
natural homomorphism a,: P[x, y}\ -* ir„(X, X, x) defined by sending 2«îr[wr] to
2 mr[w~%j], where fy : (7", 37", *) -» (Â, A, jy) is a characteristic map for e" whose
restriction to 37" is <fyand w~l<j>changes the basepoint by dragging the basepoint of
e" along the path w~] fromyy to x. Direct summing gives iis a homomorphism

a = 2aJ:'2Plx,yJ]^vn{X,X,x):
We can easily give 1P[x,yj]
a Zttx(X, x)-module structure so that a is a
Zw,(A, x)-module isomorphism. Then it easily follows from [5, §8] that a is an
isomorphism provided that the e" are trivially attached if « = 2 (cf. Lemma 3.2 of

this paper).
The above comments describe the classical situation, and we now introduce
notation to describe the controlled case. Continuing the above notation let p : X -» B
be a controlling map, let Nc(x) = p~\St(p(x))),

and let

N.(x) = U {e7|</>,(37")C Ne(x)} U Nt(x).
We then define Pe[x, y] to be the e-path group of all 2 mr[wr], where wr is a path in
N£x) from x toy. As usual, Pe[x, y] = 0 if there are no such paths. In what follows
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we assume that diam(/»<j>/.(37"))< e0, for ally. Then for every e > 0 there exists a
natural homomorphism

«.: 2PA*> yj] - %{K+eo(x),Ne+eo(x), x)
which is defined in analogy with the homomorphism a described above. It is clear
that the following diagram commutes for e < 8:
%P.[x,yj]

-

%(Ñc+eo(x),Ne+eo(x),x)

I

I

2PÁx,yj]

-

"n{ÙS+Co(x),Ns+Co(x), x)

If ß is the inverse of the isomorphism a, then for every e > 0 there is an e-version of
this homomorphism,

ße:irn{N£x),Ne(x),x)^ZP\x,yj].
This satisfies the property that the following diagram commutes for e < 8:

TTn(Ñe(x),Ne(x),x)

t

I

2PA*,yj]

I
ße

TTn{Ñs(x),Ns(x),x)

-

2Pa[jc,^.]

Just as it was observed that a is an isomorphism, it similarly follows that ßf+l,ar and
aeße are inclusion-induced, for all e > 0.
By a path matrix A = (a,- ■) on A we mean a finite matrix whose ith row
corresponds to x¡ G A and whose j th column corresponds to y^ G A (with possible
repetitions), and a^ G P[x¡, yj). An e-path matrix is essentially the same thing
except that au G Pe[x¡, yj\. The domain of A is the ordered tuple (x¡), and the range
of A is the ordered tuple (yj), written A : (x¡) -» (^). If A = (a,j) : (x¡) -» (j;y) is an
e-path matrix and 7? = (¿>-t) : (y^) -* (zk) is a 5-path matrix, then AB : (xt) -» (zt) is
the (e + S)-path matrix (ZjOjj * bjk). Here the symbol * is used to denote the
composition of homotopy classes of paths.
In the sequel we will use e-path matrices to describe controlled homotopy classes
as was discussed earlier. The following remarks are intended to make it clear how
e-path matrices will be used. Just as above p : X -> B will be a controlling map and
(Â, A) will be a relative CW complex so that diam(p4>j(dl"))< e0, where
<fy: (37", *) -» (A, yj) is the attaching map for ej. Let (x¡) be any finite ordered

tuple of points of A.
1. If A : (x¡) -» (yj) is an e-path matrix, then for each / the ith row of A determines
a map if/,.:(7", 37", *) -* (A, A, xt) so that ^(/") C #,+fYx,). ^ arises from the
homomorphism aE.

2. If ^ : (7", 37", *) -* (X, X, x¡) is a map so that t//,(7") C AYx,), then there is an
e-path matrix A : (x,) -» (_y.)whose /'th row is determined by i/*,.The elements of this
row arise from the homomorphism ßt.
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5. Controlled Wall theory. The purpose of this section is to establish controlled
versions of some aspects of Wall's finiteness obstruction [10]. As in §4 we will have
to deal with the problem of multiple basepoints, so we will be using the controlled
matrices which were defined there. We will first establish the following result which
treats the notion of controlled cellular surgery on a map. For notation let K and L be
polyhedra such that K is compact and let p : L -» B be a controlling map to our
parameter space such that L is e-finitely dominated, for all e > 0.
Proposition 5.1. For every e > 0 and n > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 so that if'/: K -» L
is (8, « — l)-connected, then by attaching a finite number of n-cells to K we can form K
and extend f to a map f: K -> L which is (e, n)-connected. Moreover, 8 depends only
on e and n.

Proof. By the standard mapping cylinder trick we may assume that K is a
subpolyhedron of L and / is the inclusion K =*L. Choose a fine subdivisiion of L
and let Lk be its /c-skeleton. By using the (5, « — l)-connectivity of K =* L we can
inductively work through the skeleta of L"~x to construct a map <j>
: K U L"_1 -» K
for which <i>
| K = id and $ is /r'(S')-homotopic to K U L"~ ' =*L reí K, where 8' is
small if 8 is small. Since L is e-finitely dominated, for all e > 0, we can find a
compact subpolyhedron J of L containing K for which there is a/r'(ô)-homotopy
of
L into /rel K. In the following construction of/:.£-> L it will be clear that if 8 and
8' are small enough, then the desired e-control on the «-connectivity of/is achieved.
We define K to be the quotient space (KVJ J")/~ , where ~ is the equivalence

relation generated by x ~ <t>(x), for all iê/""1,
Let q:KUJ"-+K
be the
resulting quotient map. To define/: K -» L choose any «-simplex A" C J" and note
that q( A") is a typical «-cell in K which is attached to K. Since we want f\ K = id we
will only have to concentrate on the definition of / on <7(A").For this it will be
convenient to define A" = [-1,1]" and, more generally, A" = [-/, /]". On <7(A"/2) we
define/to be yq~\ where y : A"/2 — A" is a radially-defined homeomorphism. On

q(dk"), i « t < 1, we define / to be y,q'x followed by the (2t - l)-level of the
homotopy id - <t>,where y, : 3A" -* 3A" is a radially-defined homeomorphism.
Finally we have to show that /: tf -> L is (e, «)-connected. So let g: Ik -» L,
g0 : 37* -» K be maps for which fg0 = g\dlk, for k < «. By general positioning we
may assume that g0(37A) C K. We want a map g : Ik -» K for which g 137* = g0 and
fg —g rel 37* via a /r'(e)-homotopy. To do this we first deform g so that it is into J,
and then by general positioning we may assume that it is into /". Finally composing
with q : K U J" -» K gives us our desired map g : Ik -> K. It is easy to see that
fg » grel 37* via a /r'(e)-homotopy (for appropriately small choices of 8 and 8').
□

Remarks. 1. The above proof easily applies to the more general setting as
encountered in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose we are given a relative CW
complex (L, K), K compact, and a map p: L -> B. For every e > 0 and n>0 there
exists a 8 > 0 (depending only on e and «) so that if L is 8-finitely dominated, then
there exists a compact relative CW complex (K, K) and a map f:K^>L which is
(e, «^connected and which is an e-domination rel K. To prove this let K0 D K be a
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compact subcomplex of L for which KQ ■*»L is a ô-domination rel K. Thus K0 =->L is
(6,0)-connected, so we can apply the above proof « times to the inclusion K0 -» L to
extend it to our desired/: K -* L.
2. Also in the above general setting it follows that if (/""', K) is a relative CW
complex and <j>:J"~] ^> K is a map such that <p|AT= id, then there exists a
(pf) ~'(e,)-homotopy <i>- g/<#>relK, where g : L -» if is a right e-inverse of/and e, is
small if e is small. This is done by using the (e, «)-connectivity of / to lift the

/r'(e)-homotopy/<í> =¡ (fg)f4>from L to K.
We now establish a result which says that in certain situations cells can be traded
down to lower-dimensional cells with control in the parameter space B. For notation
let (J, K) and (L, /) be compact relative CW complexes, where J = K U {(n + l)cells} and L = J U {(« + 2)-cell}, n>2. Also let/? : L -» B be a controlling map to
our parameter space.
Lemma 5.2. For every e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 so that if J ^ L is a 8-domination
rel K and the images of the (n + 1)- and (n + 2)-cells of L have diameters < 8 in B,
then there exist compact relative CW complexes (J', K) and (L\ J'), where J' = K'
U {n-cells} and U = J' U {(« + l)-cells), and an e-equivalence 7/ = 7.rel K. Moreover, 8 depends only on e.

Proof. Let the (« + l)-cells of .7 have characteristic maps <i>,
: (7"+1, 37"+1, *) -»
(/, K, Xj), 1 < / < k, and let the (« + 2)-cells of L have characteristic maps

4>j: (7"+2, 37"+2, *) -» (L, J, yj), 1 <j < /. We may choose y¡ G K since the cells
have small diameters in B. The definition of J' is easy. It is simply formed by
attaching / «-cells to K, where the /th one is trivially attached at _yyG K. The
definition of 7/ is a little harder. There will be k (n + l)-cells of L'—one for each
(« + l)-cell of J. The /'th (« + l)-cell will be based at x„ and the attaching map for

this cell will be a map 0i : (7"+l, *) -» (/', je,) as described below.
Our hypotheses give us a map g: L -* J which satisfies g — id rel K via a /r'(ô)homotopy. So for each /' the homotopy exact sequence of (L, J, K) (based at x¡)
gives us a split short exact sequence,
0 - TTn
+ 2(L, J)^JTn+x{J,
r,

K)^7Tn+x(L,

K) - 0.

u,

The splitting map u¡ is induced by g, and the splitting map r, enjoys the property
that /•,.([<*>,■])
= [£,•], where </>,
: (7"+2, 37"+2, *) ^ (L,/, x,) is a map for which
diam p<j>i(In+2) is small provided that 8 is small. The entire collection of maps {<£,}
determines a 8'-path matrix R : (x¡) -> ( y^). The /'th row of R determines a map

B[ : (37"+1, *) -» (J1, x¡) (since the cells of J' are trivially attached). We also have a
map <f>,:|37"+1: (37"+1, *) -» (K, x¡) C (/', x¡), and so we can form a map

6i : (37"+1,*) - (/', x,) for which [0,] = [0/] + [fc| 9/"+l]. This map is used as an
attaching map to attach the /'th (« + l)-cell of L' to 7', thus completing the
definition of L'. Observe that 5' can be chosen small provided that 8 is also chosen
small. In what follows below it will be convenient to write J — K U dx U ■■■ Udk
and L —J U ex U •■• Ue¡, where d¡ has characteristic map <#>,
and ey has characteris-

tic map 4>rSimilarlylet/' = K U e\ U • • ■Ue,' and U = J' U d¡ U • • • Ud'k.
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Our method of showing that 7/ is homotopy equivalent to L rel K is to trade the
«-cells of 7' for (« + 2)-cells, thus forming CW complexes

J" = K U {(« + l)-cells} = K U d" U • • • Ud'¿,
L" = J" U {(« + 2)-cells} = /" U e'{ U • • • Ue','.
In order that L" be homotopy equivalent to L with e-control in B it suffices that the

following be true (cf. [5,7.1]):
(1) the attaching maps of di and d" are homotopic (small homotopy in B),
(2) the attaching maps of ej and e" are homotopic (small homotopy in B).
Our desired controlled homotopy equivalence L' ^ L is then a composition
/_' ~ L" =*L, where the first homotopy equivalence easily results from the cell-trading process.
To carry out the cell-trading process we will have to obtain a homotopy of each e'¡
into K, with the homotopy taking place in L'. This is done by finding an element of
tt„+x(L', J', yj) whose image in ti„(J', K, y^) under the boundary homomorphism
3,' : -nn+x(L', J', yj) -* tt„(J', K, y^) is the homotopy class of ey. This element of
TTn+x(L',J') then provides a homotopy of e'¡ into K as desired. Of course all of this
must be done with small control in B. Our first step is to obtain a path matrix
representing the boundary homomorphisms
3,: trn+2{L, J, yj) -» *■„+,(/, K, %).

For each/ the restriction ^y|: (37"+2, *) -» (/, y^ may be regarded as a map of
(7"+',37"+1,*) into (/, K, yf), and so the entire collection of maps determines a
2S-path matrix 3 : (j>.) -» (x¡). The next step is to interpret the/th row of 3 as a map
Oj: (7"+1, 37"+1, *) -* (U, J', yj), thus given [or,] G -nn+x(L', J', yj). Now observe
that 3,'([o7])is determined by the/th row of the product matrix dR, and this is the
identity matrix by the manner in which the r¡ were chosen. This means that 3'([o■])is
the homotopy class of e'j, and so a, can be used to deform e'j into K. Therefore the
cell-trading process can be carried out to trade the e'j for (« + 2)-cells e". At the
same time the d\ are deformed to new (« + l)-cells d".

Since the ej are trivially attached the Ä-component of the attaching map of a
typical d¡ disappears when it is deformed to d", and so d" is attached to K
according to the map <j>¡\
37"+l. Also the homotopy used to deform a typical e'j into
K becomes the attaching map of e'j, and so the e'- are attached to /" according to
the matrix 3. This is in agreement with the situation for / and L. D
We are now ready for the main result of this section. Here is a brief description of
our problem. Let (L, J, K) be a polyhedral triple (all connected), where J and K are
compact and / is formed by attaching «-cells to K, n> 2. Assume further that

(L, J) is «-connected and the inclusion / =»L is a domination rel K. One easily
shows that the inclusion-induced homomorphism of Z7r,(AT)-modules, tt„(J, K) -»
tt„(L, K), is split, so tt„(J, K) **>
irn+x(L, J) © tt„(L, K). It follows from the results
of [10] that if L is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex, then tt„(L, K) is stably
free. This quickly implies that there are free f.g. Z7r,(7i)-modules Fx, F2 and an
isomorphism
Trn(J, K)(BFX®F2~

TTn(J, K)@FX®F2
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which takes tt„(J, K) © Fx onto Tr„(L, K) © F2 and which takes F2 onto %+x(L, J)
© Fx. The next result establishes a controlled version of this situation.
For notation let (J, K) and (L, K) be relative CW complexes, where 7 is compact
and it is formed by attaching «-cells to K, n > 2, with basepoints xx, x2,...,xr. Also
let p : L -» B be a controlling map to our parameter space and let f:J-*L,
f\K = id, be a map which is (8, «)-connected and which is a 6-domination rel K. If
g : L -» 7 is a 5-inverse of/rel AT,then we get a map g/': 7 -> 7. Let /?/: 7 -» 5 be a
controlling map for 7 and assume that the diameters of the images of the «-cells of 7
in B are less than 8. According to the notation of §4 the images of the «-cells of 7

under the gf yield a 25-path matrix A : (x¡) -» (xX If 7 : (x¡) -> (x¡) is the identity
path matrix, then we can also form the 2ô-path matrix 7 —A : (x¡) -» (x¡), where -A
is formed by multiplying each element of A by -1 and addition is just addition in
the path groups.
Theorem 5.3. Let e > 0 and an integer m > 0 be given. The number 8 mentioned
above can be chosen small enough so that if there exists a compact relative CW
complex (P, K) of dimension < m and a 8-equivalence P — L rel K, then there exists
tuples (yj) and (zk) on K and an e-path isomorphism B : ((*,), (yj),(zk)) -»

((Xi),(yj),(zk)) for which

¡A

0

0\

0 0 0U
\0

0

7/

/O

0

0\

0 0 0=0
\0

0

II

and

¡I-A
0
\ 0

0
7
0

0\
¡10
050
7
0/
\0 0

0\
0=0.
0/

Remarks. The number 8 in the above statement depends only on e, « and m. Also
the rows and columns in the above matrices are arranged in blocks with the order

being (Xi),(yj) and (zk).
Proof. By a mapping cylinder construction we may assume that 7 C P so that
(P, J) is a relative CW complex. Since we have a ô-equivalence P =*L we may
assume that 7 ^> 7>is a ô-domination rel A"and ( P, J ) is (8, «)-connected, i.e., / =*7*
is (8, «)-connected. Thus we can use cell-trading to further assume that P —J has
no cells of dimension < n (cf. Lemma 3.4). (Our controlling map P -> B is the
p
composition 7^ - L -» B.) Let P' denote the /-skeleton of P, i.e., P' is the union of 7

and all cells of P —J of dimension < /. By the controlled homotopy extension
theorem [4, §2] we observe that if /' > n, then P'+ ' *->P is a S'-domination rel 7",
where 5' is small if 8 is small. Thus by inductive use of Lemma 5.2 the cells of P can
be traded down. This means that we may additionally assume m = « + 1. So in this
simplified model P consists of 7 with a finite number of «-cells attached to 7, and
then a finite number of (n + l)-cells attached to this. Since (P, J) is (8, «)-connected these additional «-cells of P may be taken to be trivially attached to K. Let 7,
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be the union of K and these trivially attached «-cells, say attached at (_y.) in K. Let
(zk) in K be the basepoints for the remaining (« + l)-cells of P. Here is a picture of

P.
K

Now for some notation. If A : P -* L is the given 5-equivalence, then ph: P -> B is
our controlling map to Tí and we may assume that diam ph(e) is small, for each cell
e of 7°. We are given a map g' : 7*-» 7 for which g' =*id rel AC,where this is a
(/jA)_1(ô)-homotopy. The restriction g' | : 7 -> 7 is the map that produces our given
matrix A. Since 7 U 7, ■**
P is a ô-domination rel ATwe are in a situation similar to
that which arose in the proof of Lemma 5.2. So if 3 : (zk) -* ((x¡),(y¡)) is the
2S-path matrix determined by the attaching maps for the (w + l)-cells of P, then for
8' small there is a S'-path matrix R : ((*,),(.y,)) -» (zk) for which 3i? = I(: y It is
also easily seen that Rd —(I —A) '(..',)• Now define our desired matrix
5 :((*,),(>> ),(zj)-((x,),(>;),(zj)
by

B

0
0

a,

(I-A)R\
R
0

A
0
3,

0
0 R
3,. 0

This has an inverse,

B

so it is an isomorphism. If one observes that A2 —A and (I — A)2 = I —A, then it
is easy to check that B fulfills our requirements.

D

6. Proof of the controlled boundary theorem. We are given p: Mm -» B which is
tame at oo, 1-movable at oo, and nice at oo. Our strategy for putting a controlled
boundary on M is similar to that of Siebenmann [8] or Quinn [7]. The first step is to
show that for every sequence e, > e2 > • • ■, lim e, = 0, there are neighborhoods

NXDD N2DD ■■■of oo, (1 N¡ = 0, so that dN¡ -*Nf- Ni+Xand 9JVi+I-» AJ Ni+X are (e„ Inequivalences. (Notation such as this will be used throughout this
section; it means that each N¡ is a clean submanifold of M for which M - Ñ¡ is
compact and N¡+x C A,.) This first step is just a controlled version of the corresponding step in Siebenmann [8] where small 1-neighborhoods of oo are constructed.
The next step is to show that the sequence {N¡} can be chosen to additionally satisfy
the property that (A,, 3A/|) is (e/; m - 3)-connected, i.e., 3Af «* A, is (e„ m - 3)connected. These two steps only use the tameness at oo and the 1-movability at oo.

The third step is to use the niceness at oo to rechoose the N¡ so that (N¿, dN¡) is
(e¿, m — 2)-connected. Finally the last step is to explain why the existence of these
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(m — 2)-neighborhoods implies that M admits a controlled boundary. There are
many parts of the argument of Quinn [7] which apply here even though we do not
assume that B is locally simply connected and we do not assume that 77, is locally
constant. We shall take advantage of this similarity to significantly simplify some of

the steps below.
I. l-Neighborhoods of 00. Given any e > 0 we will first show how to construct a
neighborhood N of 00 so that dN ^> N is an (e, Inequivalence. In order to do this we
only need the tameness of p at 00. Let N' C M by any neighborhood of 00. By
repeated application of Proposition 5.1 it follows that for every e > 0 we can attach
a finite number of 0-, 1- and 2-cells to 3A", thus forming a CW complex K, and
extend dN' =* N' to a map /: K -> N' which is (e, 2)-connected. Since m>5we
can
embed K in N' rel 3N' and take/ to be the inclusion K <**N'. Let 7? C M be a regular
neighborhood of M —N' U K and let N = M —R. If R is sufficiently close to
M — N' UK and m > 5, then it is easy to check that dN =*N is an (e, Inequivalence
simply by using the fact that K =->N' is (e, 2)-connected along with general positioning. Observe that if m > 6, then this argument shows that dN =->TVis (e, 2)-connected.
The next step is to perform a similar maneuver on the left, and for this we only
need the 1-movability of p at 00. Let C C D be compacta in M and let N C M — D
be a neighborhood of 00. We say that f:K-*M
— N — 7) is an (e, «)-equivalence
(or is (e, «)-connected) in M — N—C provided that the lifting property which
appears in the related definitions of §2 is satisfied, but the homotopy f<¡>=*<f>is
allowed to take place in M — N— C. If we are to perform our maneuver on the left
as above we can no longer directly apply the statement of Proposition 5.1, however
the proof still applies. Using the proof of Proposition 5.1 it follows that for every
e > 0 and compactum CCA/, there exists a compactum D D C which satisfies the
following property: for every neighborhood N' C M — D of 00 which is sufficiently
close to 00, we can attach a finite number of 0-, 1-, and 2-cells to dN' to form K so

that the inclusion dN' ■*»
M —N' —D extends to a map f:K->M

—N'—D which

is an (e, l)-equivalence in M — N' — C. Since m > 5 we may take K to be in

M —N' —D so that/is the inclusion.
Now let N be a regular neighborhood of N' U K. If N is sufficiently close to

N' U K it follows that 3N -» M —N —D is an (e, Inequivalence in M —N—C.
Note that if N' additionally satisfied the property that dN' =*N' is an (e, ^-equivalence, then K =*N' U K is still an (e', l)-equivalence (by definition), where e' is small
if e is small. So by a general position argument it follows that dN •» N is an
(e', l)-equivalence. Thus we have shown that for every e > 0 and compactum C C M
there exists a compactum D D C which satisfies the following property: for every
compactum E D D there exists a neighborhood N C M — E of 00 such that dN <=*
N
is an (e, l)-equivalence and dN *->M— N — D is an (e, l)-equivalence in M — N— C.
We are now ready for the last part of the argument. We want to prove that for
every e, > e2 > ■• •, lim e, = 0, there are neighborhoods Nx DD JV2DD • • • of 00,

D/V, = 0, so that dN¡»*N¡ —Ñi+Xand dNi+x=*AC.—TV/+1
aie (e¡, inequivalences.
We will only give the details for the construction of TV,and TV2,as this will indicate
how the construction goes in general. Choose any e^, ej' > 0 and start by choosing TV,
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to be a neighborhood of oo for which 3Nx =* TV,is an (e'x, l)-equivalence and dNx
=->M— Nx— D is an (e'x, l)-equivalence in M — Nx — C, for some compacta CCD
C M — Nx. Now choose another neighborhood N2 C C TV,of oo so that 3TV2=*A^ is
an (e", l)-equivalence and dN2 ^ Nx — N2 is an (e'x, l)-equivalence in (Nx — 7V2)U

(M — D). We can do this since our choice of TV,can be made as close to oo as we
want. It is easy to see that 3TV,=*Nx — N2 is an ë,-equivalence, and by the same
argument it also follows that 3TV2=->TV,— TV2is an ë,-equivalence, where the size of ë,
depends on the size of e'x+ e','. So all we have to do is choose e'x,e" so that ë, <ex,
and we are now ready for the next step of the construction.
II. (m — ^-Neighborhoods of oo. In this step we want to show that the N¡ of step I
can be chosen to additionally satisfy 3A¿=*Ntis (m — 3, e,^-connected, i.e., (A,, dN¡)
is (m — 3, e,/-connected. The usual procedure is to inductively work up to the
integer m — 3 by showing that the TV,can be constructed so that (TV,,3A7,) is
(k, e,)-connected, for 2 *£ k < m — 3. The case k = 2 is the easiest to deal with.
Given {A,} as in step I it will suffice to show how to rechoose Nx to obtain N'x for
which dN'x*» N'xis (e^, 2)-connected, for e', a number whose size depends on the sizes
of the e,. By Proposition 5.1 we can attach a finite number of 2-cells to dNx to form
K C Nx — N2 so that dNx C K and K =*Nx is (e, 2)-connected, where e depends on
e,. Since 3TV,=*Nx — Ñ2 is an (e,, l)-equivalence we may choose the cells of K — dNx
to be trivially attached, and we may choose these cells so that their images in B are

small. Let R be a regular neighborhood of M —NxU K and let N{ = M —R. Then
TV,'D D N2 D D • • • is a new sequence of neighborhoods of oo. To see that 3TV,'=*N{
— N2 is an (e',, l)-equivalence we use the fact that K =>TV,is an (e, l)-equivalence
along with general positioning to conclude that 3TV[=*N[ is an (e',', l)-equivalence,
and this easily implies that dN[ =*N'x — N2 is an (e\, l)-equivalence. Since dN2 ■>Nx
— N2 is an (e,. l)-equivalence we can similarly conclude that dN2 ■»N[ — N2 is an
(e,, l)-equivalence. Finally we again can use general positioning to prove that
(N{, dN{) is (e5,2)-connected simply because m > 6. (Note that this is the last time
that we will be able to use general positioning to show that (N'x,dN{) is (e'x, k)connected because the dimension restriction m > 6 is now critical.) This completes
the construction of N{ and therefore the proof of the case k = 2.
The cases 3 < k < m — 3 are treated somewhat like k — 2 above except that a
new problem arises. Given Nx for which (Nx, dNx) is (e,, k — l)-connected we can
use Proposition 5.1 to form K by attaching a finite number of /c-cells to dNx, and we
can extend dNx «♦ Nx to an (e, A:)-connected map f:K^>Nx,
where the size of e
depends on the size of e,. The new problem we encounter is that in general we
cannot embed K in Nx because of dimension restrictions. However the Whitney trick,
along with the (e,, k — l)-connectivity of (TV,,dNx), does assure us that K can be
embedded as desired. Of course the heart of the Whitney trick is the existence of
2-discs which are then used to construct certain isotopies. In order for these isotopies
to be small in B these 2-discs must have small diameters in B. To achieve this one
works locally, i.e., over open subsets of B of small diameters, thus forcing these
2-discs to have small diameters in B. This is all explained in [7, §7.3]. Thus K can be
embedded in Nx — 7V2so that K =* Nx is (e, /c)-connected. Now the proof proceeds as
in the case k — 2. We define N[ = M — R, where R is a regular neighborhood of
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M — Nx U K. Then N'x 3D N2Z)D ■■■ is a new sequence of neighborhoods

of oo

such that 97V,'«* N[ — N2 and 9TV2
=*N'x— N2 are (e',, l)-equivalences (by general
positioning). To see that (N'x, dN[) is (e'x, &)-connected we use the fact that (Nx, K)
is (e, fc)-connected along with excision and our Controlled Hurewicz Theorem,
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [7, p. 318]).
III. (m — 2)-Neighborhoods of oo. It follows from step II above that for any
e, > e2 > • • • > 0 there are neighborhoods Nx DD N2DD ■■■ of oo, D A, = 0, so
that (A,, 97V,-)is (e,, m — 3)-connected and dNj+x =*A, — TVI+,is an (e/( inequivalence. For any e > 0 we will show that there exists an / and a neighborhood N C A,
of oo for which (N, dN) is (e, m — 2)-connected and N =* A, is an (e, l)-equivalence.
Once we have established this it will follow that the sequence {A,} can be rechosen
so that, additionally, (N¡, 9A¿) is (e,, m — 2)-connected.
We begin by describing the problem that we are facing. Let us assume that the N¡
of step II exist, where lim e, = 0. Choose / large and use Proposition 5.1 to extend
9AT,=*A, to an (e, m — 2)-connected map/: K -» A,, where e is small and (A", 9TV(.)
is
a relative CW complex formed by attaching a finite number of (m — 2)-cells to dN,.
Of course the problem is now to represent the images of these («7 — 2)-cells in TV,by
embedded (m — 2)-cells, for once this is done they can be tbickended to handles
whose interiors can then be deleted from TV,to yield our desired TV(cf. step II above).
This representation problem is solved by relating K to a handlebody structure on A,,
and then making use of Theorem 5.3 to alter this handlebody structure so that the
(m — 2)-cells are represented by a subset of the handles.
By the tameness at oo we can choose / > /' large enough so that there is a
homotopy of A/¡into A, — Aj rel 3TV(.,
where the image of this homotopy in B is small.
As in [7, §7.4] we may assume that the cobordism (A, — Aj, 9A,) consists only of
(«1 — 3)- and (m — 2)-handles with small diameters in B. Let If be the union of 3A-,
and the (m — 3)-handles, and let V= N¡ — Aj. From a homotopy point of view we
may regard (V, 9A,) as a relative CW complex which is formed by attaching
(m — 3)- and (m — 2)-cells to 9TV,..
Using the (e,, m — 3)-connectivity of (A,, 3TV,.)
we can find a map r: N¡ -» A, for which r(W) = 3A,, r 19A-,= id, and r = id rel 3TV,
via a/r'(e,)-homotopy.
Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 we can define
our CW complex K to be V/~ , where ~ is the equivalence relation generated by
x ~ r(x) for x G W. Let q : V -» K be the resulting quotient map. The map/: K -» A,
is then defined by using levels of the homotopy r =*id. Also let 5 : N¡ -» V be a map
for which j 19A, = id and s —id rel dNt via a homotopy whose image in B is small.
Then g = qs : Nt;-> K is a map, and it is easy to see that fg - id rel 9A^(with small
control in B), i.e., / is an e-domination with inverse g. Of course, / is also an
(e, m — 2)-connected map.
The next step is to use Theorem 5.3. Since p is nice at oo it is possible to find a
compact relative CW complex (P, dN¡) and an e-equivalence P - N¡ rel 37V,..
This can
be done for every e > 0 without the size of dim P increasing. (See Remark 2
following Theorem 2.3 of [2], and see the proof of the Controlled Boundary Theorem
of [3].) Assume that the (m — 2)-cells of V are based at (x¡) in 3A^, and so the
(m — 2)-cells of K are also based at (x¡). Let A : (x¡) -» (x¡) be the e-path matrix
resulting from the map gf:K->K.
The conclusion of Theorem 5.3 requires that A
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and I —A be stabilized by identity matrices. I —A can be stabilized by adding
cancelling pairs of (m — 3)- and (m — 2)-handles to dN¡. A can be stabilized by
adding cancelling pairs of (m — 3)- and (m — 2)-handles to dN¡, and then deleting
from A, the interiors of the (m — 3)-handles. (This is exactly the situation encountered in [7, §7.4].) Assuming that such stabilizations have been carried out, Theorem
5.3 gives us an e-path isomorphism B : (x¡) -* (x¡) so that AB and (7 —A)B are
geometric. By this we mean that we can write (x¡) = ((yj),(zk)) so that the columns
of AB corresponding to the elements zk ave all 0, and the columns of (I — A)B
corresponding to the elements y¡ are all 0. We now interpret this data geometrically

in(V,W).
It is easy to see that/? : (V, W) -» (A,, 9A,) is homotopic to r \ : (V, W) -* (N¡, 9A,).
Thus our problem of representing the images of the (m — 2)-cells of K in A, by
embedded cells is equivalent to that of representing the images of the (m — 2)-cells
of V in A, (under the map r) by embedded cells. Since qs = g we have qsr = qsfq —
gfq. But the path matrix of q is the identity, so the path matrix of sr : (V, W) -> (V, W)
is just A. The next step is to dispose of B. According to the matrix identities on pp.
35-36 of [8] we can use B to rechoose the handlebody structure of V so that the
columns of A corresponding to the zk are 0, and the columns of I —A corresponding
to the y¡ are 0. This can be interpreted homotopically as follows. Let
<t>J:{lm'2,dIm-2,*)^{V,W,yJ)

be a characteristic map for the (m — 2)-cells of Vbased at y, and similarly let \pkbe a
characteristic map for the (m — 2)-cells based at zk. Then we have homotopies
sr<j>j—4>jand snpk = * (constant map), where these homotopies are small in B. The
first homotopy implies that each map <fy|: (97m~2, *) — (W, _y.)is homotopic to the
constant map. The second homotopy implies that only the maps rty have to be
represented by embeddings into A,.
Now using the argument of [7, §7.4] each <J>-|
: dlm~2 -» W (which is an embed-

ding) is the 0-level of an embedding of 97m~2X [0,1] into Wso that the 1-levelgoes
into 3A,. Thus the map <fyextends to a characteristic map ty for an (m — 2)-cell
which is attached to dN,. The <f>7
are embeddings and they have disjoint images for
different / It is easy to check that r<^ =*fy, for each/, and so our representation
problem is solved. Thus N can be constructed as desired.
IV. Conclusion of Proof. It follows from step III above that for any e, > e2 >
• • • > 0 there are clean neighborhood Nx DD N2DD ■■■ of oo, DA, = 0, so that
dN¡ ■*»
N¡ is (e„ m - 2)-connected and 3A/¡-+,-* N,.— Ñi+X is an (e;, inequivalence.
Since each A, — 7V/+, can be given a handlebody structure with handles of only
indices m — 3 and m — 2 whose images in B are small, it easily follows from the
tameness at oo that 3A, =*A, is an e¿-equivalence, where lim e'¡ = 0. By a local duality
argument (as in [7, §5]) we conclude from Theorem 3.1 that 3AJ =»N¡■— N: is an
e"-equivalence, for any /, where lim e," = 0. (This of course requires that the N¡ be
chosen so that 3A, =*A, — A, is an (e,, l)-equivalence, for every/ > /'.) So summarizing we might as well assume that 3A, «* TV,and 3A^ =♦N¡ — N¡ are e,-equivalences,
where lim e, = 0. We will use this information to show that M admits a controlled
boundary.
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Since p is nice at oo it follows that for every e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 and an z'0so
that p : A,■-» B is (e, Ô)-nice, for all i > i0. Thus for any given decreasing set f&}/=,
of positive numbers we can find an /', > /'0 large enough so that p : TV,,
-+ 7? is
(S-, S.+ ^-nice, for all/ and all / > /',. Observe that by a sufficiently large choice of /',
we can choose these fi.'s small enough so that the Controlled A-Cobordism applies
(see Addendum 2). So using the Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem it follows that for
every e > 0 there exists an /' such that each cobordism (TV,— TV,37V,.)is an e-product,
for all/ > i + 1. Now select /', < i2 • • ■ so that (N¡ — Ñ¡ , dN¡ ) is an e„-product,
where the sum 2 e„ is finite. Then piece together these e„-product structures to obtain
a homeomorphism h : dN¡t X [0,1) —TV^such that h(x, 0) = x. By the finite condition it follows that ph extends continuously to a map of 3TV,X [0,1] to B. Thus M
admits a controlled boundary. D
7. Proof of the controlled A-cobordism theorem. In [9] a proof is given of the
proper s-cobordism theorem which uses a splitting technique to carve up a proper
A-cobordism into a countable union of compact A-cobordisms. In our proof of the
Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem we will use this splitting technique to carve up a
controlled A-cobordism into a finite union of small A-cobordisms so that the usual
uncontrolled j-cobordism theorem can then be applied to each of these small
cobordisms. It will be helpful to recall the splitting technique that was used in [9],
but first some notation. If (A, Y) is a compact polyhedral pair and p : X -* B is a

controlling map to our parameter space, then the symbol A A Y means that there
exists a compact polyhedron K containing A and Y as subpolyhedra and PL
retractions a: K ^> X, ß: K -» Y with contractible point-inverses such that a =
ßrel Y via a /T^ej-homotopy.
One-Dimensional

Splitting

8 > 0 so that if(Wm+\

p

Lemma. For every e > 0 and integer m there exists a
«

d0W) ->[0,3] is a compact (8, h)-cobordism and W Ad0W,

then there exists a clean submanifold V of W for which

(l^-'íKUDcrc/r'ípuD,
(2) (V,VD d0W) -> [0,3] is an (e, h)-cobordism,
(3) (W- V,W - VH dxW) -> [0,3] is an (e, h)-cobordism.
(In this statement we use 3,W for dW — d0W, and it should be noted that the
parameter space is [0,3].)
Very briefly the above result is established by using the methods of the proof of
the boundary theorem of [8] to obtain the splitting. As explained in [9, p. 492] we
can carry this out provided that given any clean submanifold V of W for which

r1([0,1.5-y])cFCjp-»([0,1.5])
and y is small, then the inclusion dV — d0W =* V can be extended to a homotopy
equivalence by the addition of a compact polyhedron to

dV-d0W n/j-'([1.5 -2y, 1.5]).
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S

But for 8 sufficiently small the condition W A d0W guarantees that this can be done.

s
More generally if the property W Ad0W is not satisfied, then the obstruction

to

finding such an extension is a relative Wall finiteness obstruction as appears in the
first exact sequence of [9] for analyzing infinite simple types.
In order to adapt the above ideas to our situation in which the parameter space is
more complicated we will have to sharpen the above definition. For (A, Y) and
€
p: X -» B as above, the symbol. A A Y means that there exists K, a and ß as above
n

for which dim K < n. Now for any B let <¡>
: B -» [0,3] be a map. Here is our general
splitting result.
General

Splitting

Lemma. For any B let e > 0 and « be given. There exists a

p
s
8 > 0 so that if(W, d0W) -* B is a compact (8, h)-cobordism and W A d0W, then there
exists a clean submanifold V of W for which

(1)(^)A[0,1])C

FC (<*>/>)-'([0,2]),

(2) (V, V n d0W) ' B is an (e, h)-cobordism,
(3) (W - V, W - VD dxW)^B is an(e, h)-cobordism.
In analogy with the One-Dimensional Splitting Lemma this result is established
by using the methods of proof of our Controlled Boundary Theorem. Note that we
are not guilty of circular reasoning, for we use only the first part of the proof which
did not make use of the Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem. It should be clear why
the controlling integer « is needed, for it was also needed in the proof of the
Controlled Boundary Theorem to guarantee the small e-control in B.
There is one more ingredient we will need for the proof of the main result of this
section. It is the Approximation Theorem from [2].
Approximation
Theorem [2]. Given integers m and b there exists an integer «
which satisfies the following property: for every B and y > 0 there exists a decreasing
set {y,}i=| of positive numbers so that //(A, Y) is a compact polyhedral pair, p : X -> B
is (y,, yi+x)-nice for each i, dim A< m and dim B < b, and Y =* A is a y,-equiva-

lence, then X A Y.
n

Remarks. 1. It is important to note that / depends only on dim B, and the y, can
be rechosen in the same manner that the Ô, of the Controlled A-Cobordism can be
rechosen (see Addendum 2 of §1).
2. There is also a relative version of the above result, where the assumption that p
be (y,, y,+ ,)-nice is replaced by the somewhat weaker condition that there exists a
decreasing sequence {A,}'=, of closed subpolyhedra of A for which

(1) X¡ n Y -* X, is a Yz-equivalence,

(2) X-X.CY,
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(3) for each b E B and /', the inclusion

(p-\syJb))

n A,+1) x Tk ^(p-*(syi(b))

n A,) X Tk

induces the O-homomorphism on Whitehead groups, for all k. (We say that p is
(y,, y,+ ,)-niceon(A„ A,+ ,).)
We are now ready to begin the proof of the Controlled A-Cobordism Theorem. It
will be convenient to first assume that B is a compact polyhedron, dim B = b. For
our given m + 1 we have the integers « and / of the Approximation Theorem. For
our choice of k we will use k = lb. We will show that if the {8¡}k=xare chosen
appropriately and p : Wm+X -> B is (Ô,, r5,+,)-nice, then (W, d0W) is an e-product.
For notation choose a subdivision of B which is fine enough so that all the simplices
have small diameters with respect to e. 7?(r) denotes the rth barycentric subdivision
of B and B' denotes the /' skeleton of B. Also St(B\ Blr)) is the star of B' in the rth
barycentric subdivision, which we abbreviate as B'r.
Now for the first step we can use the Approximation Theorem and the General
Splitting Lemma to find a clean submanifold Wh_, of W for which
(l)Bhs-'Ep(W^x)CBh2"\
_
_

(2) {Wb_x,Wb_x n d0W)^B
and (W - Wh_x, W - Wh_x n dxW) -» B are
(8l(b_X),h)-cobordisms.
This requires that the number 8/(b_X)must correspond to the number y of the
Approximation Theorem, and the set {á,}f=/(í,-,)+, must correspond to the set
{y,}'=1. For convenience we may assume that p is PL and each p'](Bb~x) is clean.
Thus the above splitting can be trivially extended to additionally satisfy the
property that Wb_x n/j"'(7j|~' - 7^"') is a small collar on p~\B^-_B^)
n
d0W and W - Wb_x n p~\B4b~x - B^x) is a small collar on p-\B4b"x - B^]) D
dxW. If {A*} is the collection of A-cells in B, then the A-cobordism (W — Wh_x,
W—Wb_xC\dxW) is a disjoint union of small A-cobordisms (V¡,V¡ (1 dxW),
where Vt= p~x(A*) il W — Wb_x. By the relative version of the Approximation
Theorem we conclude that the Whitehead torsion of the A-cobordism (Vi,Vi D dxW)
is 0 (this is the reason why the above splitting was extended). Now extend
(Wb_x, Wb_x n d0W) to a (8l(b_X), A)-cobordism (Wb_x, d0W) by adding to Wb_x a
small collar on d0W. The triviahty of the A-cobordism (Vi,Vi n 3, WO gives us a
homeomorphism A, of Wonto Wb_x which is supported onp~l(B — Ti*-1).
This completes the first step of our construction which succeeds in replacing
(W, d0W) by (Wb_x, d0W), where Wb_x contains the portion of W that lies over
some small regular neighborhood of Bb~\ and Wb_x is a small collar on d0W over
the complement of some larger regular neighborhood of Bb~x. The next step is to
replace (Wb_x, d0W) by (Wb_2, dQW), where Wb_2 contains the portion of W that
lies over some small regular neighborhood of Bb~2 and Wb_2 is a small collar on
30W over the complement of some larger regular neighborhood of Bb~2. This is
accomplished by applying the above splitting ideas to the cobordism (Wb_x, d0W).
We then obtain a homeomorphism A2 : Wb_x -* Wb_2 which is the identity over a
regular neighborhood of Bb~2 and over the complement of a regular neighborhood
of Bb~l. More specifically, the support of A2 lies over a small regular neighborhood
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of the set of barycenters of the (b — l)-simplices of B. This completes the second
step of the construction.
Now continuing the above process we can construct controlled A-cobordisms
(W¡, d0W) and homeomorphisms
h\

,

h2

.

w^wb_x^wb_2^

hh

_

■■■^w0,

where (W0,d0W) is a small collar on d0W over the complement of some regular
neighborhood of B°. Thus (W0, d0W) is essentially a union of small A-cobordisms—
one for each vertex of B. By the relative version of the Approximation Theorem each
one of these A-cobordisms is trivial. Thus we have a homeomorphism k : W0 -> d0W
X [0,1] and A = khb ■• • A, : W -» d0W X [0,1] is a homeomorphism as desired. It is
clear that if the regular neighborhoods are appropriately chosen, then we must have
e-control on A because for each point x of W we must have p(x) and ph(x) in the
star of some simplex. This completes the proof of the polyhedral case.
The proof of the general case is just an easy reduction to the polyhedral case. For
B a finite-dimensional compact metric space choose B C 77', where B' is a compact
p
polyhedron, and let p' : W -* B' be the composition W -» B =*B'. Then one easily

shows that the above case, which deals with the controlled
p'
p

A-cobordism

(W, d0W) ->#', implies that (W, d0W) ^B is an e-product. It should be mentioned
that if k' is the integer which described how many of the S, are needed for B', then
k = 3k' — 2 describes how many of the ô, are needed for B (cf. the proof of Lemma

7.1 of [2]).
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